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D SPATIAL REASONING VIA
ACTIVE OBSERVATION
SVETHA VENKATESH, DOROTA KIERONSKA,
and STEWART SMITH
Department of Computer Science, Curtin University,
Perth. Western Australia
This paper presents a model for space in which an autonomous agent acquires information
about its environment. The agent uses a predefined exploration strategy to build a map allow-
ing it to navigate and deduce relationships between points in space. The shapes ofobjects in
the environment are represented qualitatively. This shape information is deduced from the
agent's motion. Normally, in a qualitative model, directional information degrades under tran-
sitive deduction. By reasoning about the shape of the environment, the agent can march visual
events to points on the objects. This strengthens the model by allowing further relationships to
be deduced. In particular, points that are separated by long distances, or complex surfaces,
can be related by line-of-sight. These relationships are deduced without incorporating any met-
ric information into the model. Examples are given to demonstrate the use of the model.
An important aspect of autonomy is to be able to move and act in unknown
domains. This ability depends on perception, representation, and reasoning. This
paper presents a simple model of space based on agent motion and low-level visual
events. The representation of space is intended to be used by an autonomous mobile
agent. The agent uses a predefined strategy to construct a map of its environment
given no prior knowledge. The aim of this work was to determine whether a purely
qualitative model of space can be used and to examine the problems and limitations
of such a model. The model does not represent distance, and has a qualitative
representation of direction.
The proposed spatial model is for a static 2-D world in which polygonal
obstacles exist on a flat plane. It also applies to 3-D situations where regions of a
flat surface are bounded by vertical walls. It would thus be suitable in a laboratory
or warehouse environment. No attempt is made to model complex objects such as
vegetation, or undulating terrain such as would be found in a typical outdoor
environment. No attempt is made to deal with changing environments in which
objects move.
The agent creates a graph on the basis of two types ofevents: changes in its own
direction and range discontinuities (or visual occlusions). Both types of information
are represented qualitatively. The model contains two main aspects of the space the
agent is traversing:
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496 S. Venkatesh et al.
I. A qualitative representation of the shapes of the objects in the area, deduced
from the agent's motion as it circumnavigates objects.
2. Relationships between observed visual events and the physical surfaces that
cause them, deduced from observation and qualitative shape information.
The format of this paper is as follows. First, recent research on spatial represen-
tation is reviewed. Then the assumptions of the proposed model are described,
followed by a description of the agent's exploration strategy and surface model. The
next section explains how the basic spatial model can be strengthened by matching
surfaces to occluding events and then examples are presented to show how the model
is used. Results of an investigation of the robustness of the system are given prior
to the discussion and conclusions.
BACKGROUND
Metric Models
Metric models represent space using quantitative descriptions for the size,
shape, and location of objects in an environment. In some cases, accurate quantita-
tive maps such as building layouts may be available. In other situations, the agent
builds up a meaningful metric representation of a previously unknown environment
after interpreting sensory data.
Ayache and Faugeras (1989) proposed a representation based on geometric
primitives (described with minimal parameters) and their relationships (described
by algebraic equations on their parameters). The extended Kalman filter is used in
these algorithms to detect and maintain geometric relations. In the Navlab built at
eMU (Thorpe et aI., 1988), a top view of a 3D terrain is built as a meshed area in
which obstacles and free areas are marked. This map is constructed by analyzing
the surface discontinuities, clustering, and region growing in ERIM images. Mo-
ravec and Elfes (1988) and Elfes (1987) proposed a representation called an
occupancy grid, which is a 2D or 3D array of cells where each cell holds a stochastic
estimate of its occupancy (i.e., the probability that an object is in that position). This
map can be updated by taking readings from several sensors and from several points
of view. Other researchers have used the occupancy grid for maps; for example,
Matthies and Elfes (1988) have integrated sonar and stereo to update the occupancy
grid.
Occupancy grids are particularly useful for the task of object avoidance since
they explicitly represent free space. Leonard et al. (1990) argued that a feature-based
approach is more suitable for the task of navigation. Such an approach efficiently
generates predictions of what an agent should see from a location. They proposed a
representation in which each feature is associated with uncertainty. The probability
of a feature is increased every time it is seen or predicted, and decreased every time
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 497
it is predicted but not sensed. Asada (1990) has proposed a combination offour kinds
of maps: a physical sensor map, a virtual sensor map, a local map, and a global map.
The range map (physical sensor map) is transformed to a virtual map (the height
relative to the agent). The virtual map is transformed to a local map by segmentation
into regions that have obstacles and regions that can be traversed. The combination
of geometrically related local maps forms a global map (Asada et aI., 1988).
Graph-based representations have been used by several researchers to represent
the connectivity between distinctive points in the environment. Oomen et aI. (1987)
used a visibility graph to represent the connectivity between objects in an unexplored
terrain containing convex polygonal obstacles. Giralt et aI. (1984) represented space
at two levels: a topological level where places are nodes and connectors are arcs and
a geometric level in which dimensions are assigned to the elements of the connec-
tivity graph.
Metric maps are often based on the agent's position. Knowledge of position is
determined by absolute localization techniques. These rely on a direct measure of
vehicle position, dead reckoning, or trajectory integration (deducing position from
velocity history). These methods are affected by low mechanical accuracy, sensor
errors (Brooks, 1985; Chatila et aI., 1985), and the problems of cumulative errors.
Most metric maps are constructed by extracting geometric features from sensory
input (Drumheller, 1987; Sharma and Davis, 1988; Ayache and Faugeras, 1989;
Grosso et aI. 1989) and then fitting this data to parametric models, surface or
boundary representations. As pointed out by Elfes (1987), these methods require
early decisions in the interpretation of sensory data and rely heavily on the accuracy
and adequacy of world models.
Qualitative Models of Space for Navigation
To overcome the brittleness of metric methods, Kuipers and Byun (1988, 1990)
and Levitt and Lawton (1990) have suggested qualitative models. Kuipers and Byun
proposed a topological model in which distinctive places are represented as nodes
and paths as arcs. Each place and path can accumulate metric information, which is
averaged to reduce error. The local edges are described in terms of the local control
strategy required for travel.
Levitt and Lawton (1990) considered a place to be a point in space that is defined
by the landmarks that are visible from the point and the relations between these
landmarks. Data about places is stored in viewframes (which maintain relative
angles between landmarks), boundaries, and orientation regions (which provide
more qualitative descriptions of the place). A pair of landmarks creates a virtual
division of the ground called landmark pair boundaries (LPBs). These LPBs divide
the ground into observable regions of localization called orientation regions. Cross-
ing boundaries between orientation regions leads to path planning in a qualitative
sense based on what can be observed.
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498 S. Venkatesh et al.
Cognitive Models
A number of researchers have studied the process of cognitive mapping, which
is claimed to mirror the way in which humans perceive and represent space. Yeap
(1988) and Yeap and Robertson (1989) presented a computational theory of
cognitive maps. At the lowest level of the proposed hierarchic structure is the raw
map, which is a network of the individual local environments the agent has entered.
The full cognitive map is a collection of representations related to the raw map,
such that each representation imposes a particular way of interpreting the informa-
tion in the raw map.
Hernandez (1991) examined the general problem of qualitative representation
of space to model the "qualitativeness of cognitive space." The relative position of
an object is described in terms of a topological/orientation pair. Topological relations
are based on the work of Egenhofer (1991). Relative orientations are described in
terms of a reference frame that can be intrinsic (orientation given by some inherent
property of reference object), extrinsic (orientation defined by external factors), or
deictic (orientation imposed by point of view). Methods to deal with the composition
of topological and orientation relations are also presented. Since no underlying
metric model is maintained, the composition of relations suffers degradation in some
cases.
Freksa (1992) proposed an approach based on the properties of physical space
that arise when spatial knowledge is structured in a conceptual neighborhood. Two
relations are conceptual neighbors when an operation in the domain can result in a
direct transition from one relation to another. An inference scheme based on
composition of relations is developed.
ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The remaining sections of this paper present a spatial model based on active
observation. This representation of space is intended for use in navigation by a
mobile agent. The active aspect of the model is the agent's use of its own motion
to determine the shape of objects in the environment. The agent has no prior
knowledge of its environment and uses predefined strategies to construct a map;
this process is detailed in the next section. The map allows the agent to navigate to
any location previously visited and to answer questions about the relationship
between points visited.
Assumptions
Agent
The agent is assumed to be mobile. It follows surfaces and uses knowledge of
its own motion to deduce the shapes of these surfaces. It is assumed to have:
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 499
1. Sufficient short-range sensory information to be able to maintain a constant,
small distance from a surface (say 0.5 to 1m) for the purposes of circumnavigating
the object. This may be done using optical proximity sensors or mechanical feeler-
type sensors; without sight, a person can circumnavigate an object by simply keeping
a hand on the surface. The agent always moves in the clockwise direction.
2. A compass from which it can tell which direction it is facing.
3. Sufficient long-range sensory information to be able to discern gross dis-
continuities in depth. The model does not require an accurate range map, only an
approximate idea of depth in a number of directions. This can be done by a number
of means, including stereo disparity, texture gradient, or light striping (Jarvis, 1983).
World
The agent, as defined above, has a main task of mapping out the objects in some
large-scale environment. The environment (or world) in which the agent operates
must be finite and flat and may be demarcated in an arbitrary way providing it is
known to the agent. The objects must be large enough to be sensed and circumnav-
igated by the agent. In practice, this means the objects should be at least as large as
the agent. The world may contain arbitrarily shaped objects. The model considers
only the 2-D projections of these objects on the ground.
Definitions
The agent maintains a qualitative model of space in which there are a finite
number N of precise visual directions fixed with respect to the compass. The angle
associated with each direction is
DIR(n) = 1t*(2*n - I)/N radians, for 0:;; n < N (1)
A visual direction is a precise indication of the direction in which the agent can
make visual observations (detailed in the next section). It is not the same as a
compass heading; these are defined qualitatively (see Table 1 and Figure 1). Since
the angle <6 + 2 rc- is the same as <6>, DIR(n + N) = DIR(n). Directions are fixed
relative to the compass rather than to the agent's orientation.
A zone represents the range of angles between two adjacent visual directions.
Zone(n) is the range ofangles between DIR(n-l) and DIR(n). A zone is an imprecise
indication of direction. Table I shows the direction zones when N = 8. Here, an
approximate compass heading is assigned to each of the eight zones. An equivalent
pictorial representation is shown in Figure I.
If A and B are two points, then AB represents the line segment from A to B. The
direction from A to B is denoted dir(A,B).
Definition 1: An occluding point is some point S on the surface of an object 0,
such that there is another point P in the environment along the line tangential to °
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500 S. Venkatesh et al.
Figure 1. Mapping of direction zones when N = 8.
at S, and dir(P, S) = DIR(i) for some i, 0::; i < N. With respect to location P, we say
S occludes at direction i (Figure 2).
MAP CONSTRUCTION
The agent uses knowledge of its own motion to acquire information about its
environment. This section briefly describes the exploration strategy of the agent.
Details are given in following sections. The agent circumnavigates objects in such
a way that the shortest distance from the object to the agent is constant, say d. Thus,
when following a straight surface the agent travels along a straight path. When
turning a sharp corner, the agent travels along an arc of radius d centered on the
comer (see Figure 3).
As the agent travels around an object, it creates a graph (or map) in which each
node represents one of two event types: (I) changes in direction, or (2) range
discontinuities (occlusions).
Table 1. Direction zones when N =8
Compass
n DIR(n) Zone(n) heading
0 -1/87< [-7</8..71/8] E
I 1/87< [71/8 ..37</8] NE
2 3/87< [37</8.•57</81 N
3 5/87< [57</8..77</8] NW
4 7/87< [77</8..97</8J w
5 9/87< [97</8•.117</8J SW
6 11/87< [ 117</8..137</8] S
7 13/87< [ 137</8.•157</8] SE
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 501
Figure 2. Occluding points.
The agent keeps track of which direction it is currently facing. When the zone
it is facing changes from Zone(m) to Zone(n), a node labelled Den» is recorded.
Whenever any point on any surface occludes in direction n, a node labelled V-cn»
is recorded. If several events occur simultaneously, a node may have several labels.
It may have 0 or I 0 labels, and 0 to N V labels. A node that has 0 labels is called
a Direction Node. A node that has V labels is called a Visual Node. In the example
in Figure 3, the nodes recorded from observations along the travel path are: YO, V7,
V2, VI, 01, DO, YO, V6, V5 ....
As the agent moves in direction 2 from point (I), it notices two events (VO, V7)
due to point (A) receding behind it. Point (B) causes two events (V2, VI) as the
agent approaches point (2). Beyond (2), the agent begins turning around point (B),
producing two direction nodes (01, DO). The next visual node (VO) is due to the
curve from (B to C). The nexttwo visual nodes (V6, V5) are due to point (B) receding
\
\
\
\
\,
A R \
, 0
.....-®- _ Q>./
Rgure 3. Path travelled by an agent when circumnavigating an object. AB and AC are perpen-
dicular with length R, BC is an arc of radius R centered on A. Path '-2 is a straight line distance
D from AB, 2-3 is an arc radius D centered on B, 3-4 is an arc radius R+D centered on A, 4-5 is
an arc radius D centered on C, 5-6 is a straight line distance from AC, 6-7 is an arc radius D cen-
tered on A.
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502 S. Venkatesh et al.
behind the agent as it follows the curve. The remainder of the route to point (6) is
symmetrical.
Every node in the map has a previous and next node determined by the order in
which the nodes are created. This reflects the shape of the surface being followed.
Visual nodes may have additional links relating them to distant nodes. These links
are deduced by relating occlusions to the surface topology.
As the agent circumnavigates an object, it eventually reaches a point that it has
visited before. This situation is identified by comparing new nodes to the stored map.
Once an object has been circumnavigated, the agent is able to make simple deductions
about the shape of the object and can match certain observations to points on the object.
When the agent moves from one object to another, it follows a visual direction
toward an occluding point on another object. Such points are distinctive points and
are identifiable from a distance. Motion between objects is recorded by adding links
between the starting and ending points.
Transitivity Rules
So far, the only directional relationships described have been visual directions
and direction zones. A visual direction is a precise quantity. A zone is the range of
angles between adjacent visual directions. These relations are sufficient to describe
all the information acquired by the agent during exploration of its environment.
Further relations can be deduced as a result of transitivity. Transitivity allows
relations between nodes to be deduced when no direct information is present. These
relations are derived from geometry.
Consider three points A, B, C such that:
DIR(a) ::; dir(A,B) ::; DIR(b), Let rl = b - a
DIR(c) ::; dir(B,C)::; DIR(d), Let r2 = d - c
Let d I =d - a. Let d2 =b - c
The following describes the range of angles for the resultant AC, given the
ranges for the components AB and Be.
Suppose (without loss of generality) that r1 <= r2; the cases for r1 >= r2 are
symmetrical. Figure 4 shows the possible configurations.
Case l-Collinear
(1.1) If a = b = c = d then dir(A, C) = DIR(a). The resultant is along direction a.
(1.2) If a = b = c + N/2 = d + N/2 then dir(A, C) = DIR(a) OR dir(A, C) = DIR(b). The
two components are exactly opposite in direction. The resultant is along one of
two directions: a or c. The ambiguity arises because the magnitude of the
components is unknown.
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c=d
......__--1~~ a = b = c + NI2
Case1.2
**Case 3.la a Case3.1b ac
Case3.2a
c?l--....b a
.'.
,
,
d .'
Case 4 (example)
Case3.2b
Rgure 4. Possible configurations for two ranges of headings.
Case 2-Contained
(2) If dl s r2 and d2 < r2 then DIR(c) $ dir(A, C) s DIR(d). The range of AB is
contained within the range of Be.
Case 3-Disjoint/Over/ap
(3.1) lfrl < dl $ N/2 then DIR(a) $ dir(A, C) $ DIR(a +dl). The resultant range is less
than 1t radians, but greater than either of the two original ranges. If d2 < N(2 the
two original ranges overlap (a), otherwise they are disjoint (b).
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504 S. Venkatesh et al.
(3.2) If r2 < d2:5 N/2 then DIR(c):5 dir(A, C):5 DIR(c + d2). If dl < N/2 the two
original ranges overlap (a); otherwise they are disjoint (b).
Case 4--lnverse Overlap
(4) If none of the above cases hold, the resultant range is greater than 1t radians.
This means that any value of dir(A,C) can result by choosing appropriate
magnitudes and directions for the components. The result is ambiguous.
One problem arising from transitivity is the degradation of directional informa-
tion as shown in Table 2. This represents a serious problem if the map is to be useful
for relating points in space. If a path between two points traverses n unique zones,
the range of the transitive relationship between the two points will be at least n zones.
If any path contains both the zones z and < z + N/2>, no relationship can be deduced.
Occlusion information provides a means to overcome this problem. The obser-
vation that a distant point occludes in a particular direction allows a relationship to
be deduced between the observer's position and the position of the occluding
surface. The agent can then use its surface model, deduced from its own motion, to
Table2. Relations arising from transitivity
0
1/ 2 r 3",
4
5/ 6 1 7
- -- -.
8 9 1U~ 11 12 13 14 15~ [/ C:>. C7 (] l) "V
16!2J 1<:J;> l~ 19 20 L<1> LL L~£:SJ ~ \(] IS7
24 25 26 27
EZl
28 L@ 30@ 31<2\ 6I> (jJ \(l:> ~
32 jj 34@ 35 jl> 37 j~ g) 39ffi cP 0±> 107 d) ~, ,
4U 41
? 0
4L 4/ 44 1
45.
..-
-,
The angular ranges are represented graphically. Note that for clarity, the icons have
been rotated by rc/8 radians.
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 505
relate the occluding point to points on its own path. However, to deduce this
information it is necessary to:
(A) model the shape of the surface from agent's motion,
(B) identify which points on the surface were observed from a distance, and
(C) correctly match observations to occluding points.
The rules listed in the sections that follow can be used to achieve this matching.
Surface Model
The agent circumnavigates a surface by maintaining a constant distance d from
the closest surface point P.Thus, at all times the agent's direction ofmotion is tangent
to the surface at P.Any change in the agent's motion reflects a change in the direction
ofthe surface at P. This means that when the agent's direction changes from Zone(n)
toZone(n - 1) at a point Q on the agent's path, there will be some possible location
of the agent such that P occludes at direction n and at direction <n + N/2>. By
definition, dir(P,Q) = DIR(n + N/4). This allows deduction of the relationship
between R and Q described by Rule I.
Rule 1: Occlusion Transitivity
Suppose that the agent's direction changes from Zone(n) to Zone(n - I) at point Q
due to some change of curvature at point P on the surface of the object. If point P
is observed occluding at direction n from a distant point R, dir(R,Q) lies between
DIR(n) and DIR(n + N/4), which means that Rel(RQ) = n + N2/4.
These principles are illustrated in Figure 5.
As the agent circumnavigates the comer, it observes the comer occluding in
direction zones 2 and 1. The direction change at node 3 (call this point Q) from
Zone(2) to Zone(1) means that there is a point P such that
P occludes in direction 2 and 6
dir(P,Q) = DIR(4)
In fact, node I is an observation of P in direction 2, so we can deduce that the
direction from node I to node 3 lies in zone 2 or 3. This is not immediately useful since
we already know from path-transitivity that this direction is in zone 2. However:
I. If observed from a distance, path-transitivity may give much more ambigu-
ous information than occlusion-transitivity.
2. If observed from a distance, the actual direction will be less ambiguous than
Rule 1 requires.
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DIR(n+N/4)
Figure 5. Agent's path around a corner.
To justify point (2) consider the case shown in Figure 6. Suppose Pis observed
from a distant point R in direction n. The agent does not know the distances involved.
Rule I presupposes no knowledge of distance. However, if L is much larger than D,
dir(R,Q) is approximately DIR(n).
Identification of Places Already Visited
Circumnavigation ensures that the agent wi II eventually return to a place it has
already visited. This occurs when the sum of direction changes along the path is N.
The subsequent sequence of nodes should match an existing part of the map. A naive
agent's path
Qpointon agent's path
P inferred occluding point
R pointon agent's path
Figure 6. Observation of distant point.
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 507
test for completion involves comparing a fixed-length sequence of nodes with the stored
map. However, for any fixed-length search there may always be an environment that
gives a false-positive match. The rehearsal procedure of Kuipers & Byun (1988) faces
similar problems. However, if there is a globally unique place, a version of the rehearsal
procedure can be constructed to eliminate these false-positive matches.
MATCHING OCCLUSIONS TO PHYSICAL POINTS
The previous section established that direction nodes correspond to changes in
the curvature of the surface being followed. For what follows, assume (without loss
of generality) that the agent is circumnavigating an object in the clockwise direction
(the surface is on the right of the agent). Two types of nodes may be identified:
1. Convex Corners. These are nodes where the direction changes from
Zone(n + k) to Zone(n), for some k < N/2.
2. Concave Corners. These are nodes where the direction changes fromZone(n)
to Zone(n + k), for some k ~ N/2.
The quantity k is called the order of the corner. Given the navigation strategy
already defmed, all convex comers are order 1. Since the agent circumnavigates
comers by travelling on an are, a corner that subtends n zones is represented as n
discrete direction changes. However, concave corners may be of any order.
All direction nodes are either concave or convex comers. Concave corners are
not observable from a distance. Convex comers correspond to surface points that
may occlude at DIR(n + i) and DIR(n + i + N/2) for every i from 1 to k. Figure 7
shows the largest and smallest corners that may occur. The largest concave comer
(b) involves a reversal of direction (N/2 zones). Note that this is the only situation
in which such a reversal can occur.
Directional information is strengthened if observations can be related to the
corners that cause them. If A is a visual node, and some observation at A is an
observation of a corner C, then write
to represent the directional relationship between A and B.
The next two sections present two rules for deducing such relationships.
Observations of the Surface Matching Convex Points
If the agent is following a surface on the right, it is likely that occlusions on the
right will be due to that surface. Before reaching a convex corner, the agent will see
the corner as an occluding point. In Figure 7(c), the comer is observed before and
after the actual direction node. However, if A is an occlusion at some direction, there
may be one or more distant points occluding at same direction between A and B.
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(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 7. Largest and smallest corners that may occur. (a) Smallest concave corner order = 1;
(b) Largest concave corner order 4, (c) Smallest convex corner order = 1; 1 direction node 2 vi-
sual nodes; (d) Sharpest corner produces 4 direction nodes each of order 1 and 8 visual nodes.
Before A, such occlusions are blocked by the surface itself, The following rule is
used to resol ve these observations:
Rule 2: Convex Rule
Suppose that B is a convex corner occluding at direction t
Let C := B, M := <1>, done := false
Repeat
C:= prev(C)
If C has an unmatched observation at heading t then M := C
If C has an observation behind and to the right of the agent then done := true (I)
If C is a concave corner then done := true (2)
If C is a corner with tangent Hdg(l + N(4) then done := true (3)
Until done
if match ! = <I> then M = B,
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 509
The algorithm searches for an observation to match against a convex comer,
returning the last candidate found. It matches forward observations in the "prev"
direction. A symmetrical rule exists to match backward observations in the next
direction. Three conditions can terminate the search. If the surface that the agent is
following is oriented perpendicular to the observation, no further matches can be
found (condition (3». If the surface is concave, then it may contain observations of
other points, so the search is terminated by condition (2). Concave regions are
handled by a separate rule (see the following section). Condition (1) terminates the
search in cases such as shown in Figure 8. Here, the aim is to find which observation
matches the convex comer. Choosing the last observation is a heuristic that allows
any observations in the correct direction between (1) and (4) to be eliminated. Such
observations will be observations of distant objects. Condition (I) terminates the
search at (4). This avoids matching the observation at (3) with (1). Condition (I)
can be seen as a heuristic which signals the approach of a new corner. In the
example in Figure 8, Node (4) would be correctly identified as an observation
matching node I.
Closure of Concave Regions
For any object with a convoluted surface, the directional information can only
be propagated short distances before it becomes degraded. However, with concave
regions, a direct line of sight may link two points on the same object. This allows
weakly related sections of the surface to be bridged.
Consider the situation depicted in Figure 9.
Suppose that
1. Points A and C are convex comers and B is a concave comer.
2. Direction t is tangent to the surface at A, B, and C.
3. There are no other points on the surface between A and C with tangents t or
< t + N/2 >.
Figure 8. Example of convex ru Ie.
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510 S. Veokatesh et al.
mel
Case 1
0=0
A
Case2
m=O 0=1
m=2 0=1
Case 3
Figure 9. Observations in concave regions.
When (1)-(3) hold we say that A, B,andC form a concaveregionand writeA{B IC.
The points on the surface can be ordered along the axis defined by DIR(t + Nj4). The
conditions ensure that the points on AB and BC are ordered monotonically when
projected onto this axis.
If there are no other objects in the region, then C will be visible from some point
along AB or A will be visible from a point along Be. If there is an object in the
region, then it should be visible from both sides. The following rules can be used to
match occlusions to points on the surface:
Rule 3: Concave Rule
Consider a concave region A(B [C. Suppose that there are m occlusions 0, .. Om, in
direction <t> between B and A, and n occlusions E, .. Eo in direction < t + N/2 >
between Band e.Here the occlusions D and E are ordered such that I is closest to B.
(I) If n =0 then 0, ~ C, Rel(O,C) =t + N2/4
(2) If m = 0 then E, ~ A, Rel(E,A) = (t + N/4) mod N + N2/4
(3) If n > 0 and m > 0 then there is some object in the concave region and the points
0, and E, are observations of lowest points on the object. Here, lowest point
means that there are no other points on the object closer to B along the axis
defined by DlR(t + N/4).
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 511
These three cases are depicted in Figure 9. Note that the nodes used to
represent the surface are derived from the agent's motion. Thus, the points being
matched are points on the agent's path, not points on the surface. Although the
direction of observation is known precisely, the resulting relation covers N/4
zones. This ambiguity is explained by the surface model (see earlier section).
Resolving observations may introduce new concave regions to which the rules
can be applied again. Consider the example in Figure 10. Initially we have A (B IC,
C{DIE, and E(FIG. The first application of the rules is used to deduce W~ C, X~
C, and Y~ E. Although the relationships between C and observations W and X are
imprecise, the relationship between W and X is precise, since they are observations of
the same physical surface point. Thus, a new concave region A (WX IE is formed with
the convex comers A and E, and the concave comer being the line WX. Now we can
deduce V~ E (Rule 3.1). This gives a new region A{VY IG allowing the deduction of
Z ~ A (Rule 3.2).
Final Map
The preceding sections defining transitivity, convex, and concave rules are
sufficient to represent a map for a given environment as defined earlier. The map of
an environment also contains visual and direction nodes together with the relational
information about these nodes.
G
•
A
..................................................................... Z
EV _ _y
•F
•B
Figure 10. Multiple applications of concave rule.
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512 S. Venkatesh et al.
Definition 5: A map is a directed graph G =< Y, E, <I> > where:
Y is the set of vertex labels
E is the set of edge labels, E =range(Rel) (see Definition 2)
T is the set of rule types, T = {ego, concave, convex, between}
<I> is a set of tuples <v., Vj, e, t>, v., vj E Y,e E E, t E T
where Reltv., Vj) =e
and t indicates which deduction caused the edge to be added
ego: agent's circumnavigation process
concave: the concave rule (Rule 3)
convex: the convex rule (Rule 2)
between: agent's motion between objects
Given this definition, an object is represented by a sequence in the graph: <Pi, ... ,
p,». Where each p, is a node in Yand
:I eo E E such that < p., PI, eo, ego> E <I> and
V i, ISi<n, :I e, E E such that <P;, p;+I, e;, ego> E <1>.
That is, an object is a circuit in the graph where every edge in the circuit is
deduced from circumnavigation. All directional nodes are due to the change of
curvature of the object itself; however, the visual nodes may be caused by occlusions
due to points on this or other objects. Application of the convex and concave rules
establishes relationships between observations and the points that cause them. Every
relationship deduced adds an extra link added to <1>. The next section presents the
rules for relating observations unmatched in the previous stages.
Matching Distant Observations
The previous two sections showed simple rules for matching observations to
points on the surface being followed. Observations left after this process are termed
distant observations. Such observations may match points on the same object (if it
is complex) or points on distant objects. Resolving these observations is a difficult
task. One approach to this problem is to use a backtracking strategy to generate and
test hypotheses about the arrangement of objects.
The following steps are used in this process:
I. Suppose that at P there is a distant observation at heading t. Identify all the
convex comers on all known objects that it can potentially match. Do this for all
distant observations.
2. Eliminate all points Q such that dir(P,Q) is known to be outside the range of
DlR(t - I) to DlR(t + I). Such points cannot be observed from P along DlR(t). Note
that any points Q such that Rel(PQ) = ? are still candidates.
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 513
3. Choose the P distant observation with the least number of potential matches.
Choose Q from the set and hypothesize that P matches Q (adding a temporary edge
to <1». This will potentially result in new relations between other points. However,
the number of potential matches for any given point will never increase as a result
of this process.
4. Repeat (2}-(3) untilno unresolved pointsare left.This givesone possiblearrange-
ment of the objects. If for some point there are no possible matches, the arrangement is
inconsistent, so backtrack and retry another point from the set at stage (3).
This approach has been tried, but is only effective in very simple domains. The
complexity of the process increases exponentially with the number of unresolved
observations. An environment with just three objects produced 10distant observations,
resulting in thousands of consistent hypotheses. A problem with this technique is the
weakness of transitive deduction, which makes it impossible to eliminate incorrect
hypotheses.
The only remaining strategy for coping with such observations is exhaustive
exploration. The agent's knowledge of its own motion gives the strongest possible
relationship between objects. However, this approach is not attractive since it
requires time to be expended in exploration that is proportional to the number of
observations. In the worst case, the number of observations will be OeM'), where
M is the number of objects.
USING THE MAP
A map constructed as described allows the agent to:
I. Navigate to any location previously visited.
2. Answer questions about the relationship between points visited.
Since the model represents only directional information, queries are limited to
the form "What direction is point Q from point P?" In some cases it may not be
possible to relate points due to the degradation of transitive information. This will
occur where the surface is particularly convoluted. This section gives two simple
scenarios, showing the path taken by the agent and the deductions that result:
Example 1: A single convoluted object
Example 2: Two simple objects in close proximity
Example 1
Figure 11 shows path taken by an agent circumnavigating a complex object. The
output was produced by a simulation program. Given the topology, the simulator
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Figure 11. Path taken by agent in Example 1.
computes the agent's path, the events it would experience, and builds a qualitative
map based on the model described above. There are three concave sections on the
object, labelled A, B, and C. Region A has four concave closures (23 ~ II, 18~
12, 14~ 26, 19~ 25), B has two (43 ~ 50, 47 ~ 39) and C also has two (57 ~
51, 53~ 62). Without this information, the nodes in the map are only weakly related.
Figure 12 shows the relationships without concave closures. The table is a 68 x
68 cell matrix that is symmetric about the diagonal. Cell [x,y] contains a digit that
represents the strength of the relationship between nodes x and y. The higher the
number, the stronger the relationship, as shown in Table 3.
Without the concave rule, the most weakly related node is 59 (related to 12
nodes). This node is part of a concave region C. The comer is so sharp (an exact
direction reversal) that points on opposite sides cannot be related. Surface transitivity
allows nodes to be related if the path does not contain a direction zone and its
opposite. In the case of 59, only nodes 54-67 are related. The most strongly related
nodes are 5 (related to 29 nodes), and 16-21 (related to 28 nodes). Nodes 16-21 are
on the interior of concave region A at the top of the object. The nodes can be related
to the entire top surface of the object. Node 5 can be related to the left side of the
object and to the top surface up until the right side of region A.
With the concave rule (Figure 13) the relationship between nodes is improved.
Here the strongest nodes are 5 and 32 (related to 61 nodes). Node 5 (the top left
comer) can be related to all but the left surface of region C. Node 32 (top right comer)
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00000000111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666666
23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
2 64443222221. 122222344
3 46443222221. 122222344
4 44643222221. 122222344
5 44464333332111111111. 122222344
6 33346444443222222221. 11111233
7 22234644441222222221. 122
8 22234464443222222221. 122
9 22234446443222222221. 122
10 22234444643222222221. 122
11 22234444464333332221. 122
12 11123333346444432221. 11
13 12222234644432221 ...............•................................
14 12222234464432221. .
15 12222234446432221. .
16 ..• 1222223444464333211111111111. .
17 1222223313346444322222222221. .
18 1222222222234644322222222221. .
19 1222222222234464322222222221. , .
20 ••• 1222222222234446433333222221. .
21 ••. 1111111111123334644443222221. .
22 12223464443222221. .
23 12223446443222221. .
24 12223444643222221. .
25 12223444464333332111:: ..
26 •••••••••••••• 12223333346444443222221. .
21 1222222223464444322222: .
28 12222222234464443222221. .
29 12222222234446443222221. .
30 ••••.••.•.•••• 1222222223444464322222, •••..•.•.•••••••.•.••••••••••.•
31 122222222344444643333321. .
32 11111111123333346444443211. .
33 12222234644443211. .
34 12222234464443211. .
35 .•••••••••••••••••••••• 12222234446443211 ••.•••••••••••.•.•••••••••••
36 12222234444643211. .
37 122222344444643221::: 111111111111. .
38 11111233333464332222211111111111. •.•••.•••••
39 ........................•.... 12222234644JJ3321l1.1111l11L .
40 1111:234643333211111111111. .
41 .•••••••.•.••.•••••••••••.•••• 1111:234464443211111111111. .
42 .............•..................... :23346443211111111111. .
43 :23344643211111111111 .
44 :233444643222222222221. .
45 :233333464333332222221. .
46 :222222346444432222221. .
47 ::1l111234644432222221. .
48 ::1111:234464432222221. .
49 ::11:.1:234446432222221. .
50 :: 1:111234444643333331. ..
51 :.:.1.11::.233]3]464444431. ......•...
52 ::11111222222346444431. .
,3 ::1:111222222344644431. .
54 :1:::::222222344464431 .
55 1111l::222222344446431. .
56 :: 11:: 1222222344444642111111111. •
57 :::::::222222333333464333211111. •
58 :111:1111111246443211111..
59 134643211111..
60 1344643222221.
61 : :11 13334643333321
62 22221. 12223464444432
63 22221. 1:112346444432
64 22221. 11112344644432
65 22221. 11112344464432
66 22221. 11112344446432
67 3333211111. 11112344444643
68 44443222221 1233333464
69 44443222221. :22222346
Figure 12. Relalions deduced from Example 1 without concave rule.
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Table J. Symbols in relationship table
Digit Relationship
No relationsihp discernible
'I' Direction known within 4 zones (weakest)
'2' Direction known within 3 zones
'3' Direction known within 2 zones
'4' Direction known within 1 zone
'5' Nodes are collinear along a direction (strongest)
'6' Nodes are identical (the diagonal only)
can be related to all but the right side of region 8 and the convex corner 59-61. The
weakest nodes are 59 (as before, only related to 12 nodes) and 60 (related to 13).
Although there is an observation at 57 closing region C, it cannot be used for these
nodes because this requires a direction reversal.
The following transcript shows the results of some sample queries, asking the
relationship between nodes. The simulator answers with the path between the nodes
and the relationship deduced from transitivity along this path. The path is expressed
as a list of nodes.
QI: (reI610)?
AI: (109876)
Relation is 8
In query Q I, the relationship is straightforward. Relation 8 (Table 3) is identical to
Zone(O), spanning the angles between DIR(O) and DIR( I). This is the zone labelled
"E" in Table I.
Q2: (rei 13 19)?
(19181716151413)
Relation is 30
In Q2, the relationship is more ambiguous. Relation 30 (Table 2) spans 3 zones from
Z0l1e(6) to ZOl1e( I ) (S, SE, E in Table I).
Q3: (rei 5 26) ?
A3a: (26141312111098765)
Relation is 38
A3b: (26252423111098765)
Relation is 39
In Q3, the nodes are separated by concave region A. The two paths across this region
are 14 ~ 26 and II -7 23, producing slightly different results. Relation 38
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00000000111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666666
2J4~6789012J456789012345678901234567890123456789012J4567890123456789
2 64443222221 ••.••.•••. 1111111111 .••• 11111111111111111 ••••••• 122222J44
J 46443222221 ••..•••.•. 1111111111 •.•• 11111111111111111 •••.••• 122222344
4 4464J222221 .•.•.••..• 1111111111 •••• 11111111111111111 .•••••• 122222J44
5 44464JJJ33211111111112111111111111111111111111111111 ••••.•• 122222344
6 3J3464444432222222222311111111111111 .•...••••.••••.•••••.•.• 11111233
7 2223464444J2222222222311111111111111 .••••.•.•....•••••••••••••.•• 122
8222344644432222222222311111111111111 ..•...••.•••.••.•.••.••.••.•. 122
9 222344464432222222222311111111111111. .••.•..••••..•••....•.•••••• 122
10 222J444464J2222222222311111111111111 .•••.•••.••••••••.•••..•••.•• 122
11 22234444464333)]]2222311111111111111 ......••••••••••.•••••••.•.•• 122
12 11123333346444433221 ..•• 111111111111. ..•..•••••••••••••••••••.••.. 11
13 .•• 122222J4644432221. ••• 111111111111. ••••.•.•••••••••••••.••••••••••
14 •.• 122 222J44 644 32221. .•• J3J 333 211111. .•••..•••.•••••••••••.••••••••.
15 .•• 122 222344 46432 2 21. .•• 2222221. •••.•..••.•..•••.•••••••.••...••.••.
16 .•• 122222J444464J3J211112222221. ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••
17 .•• 1222223JJ3346444322222222221. •.••....•.••••••.••••••.••.•••.•..•.
18 " • 122222JJ222J4644322222222221. ...•••.•..••••••••••••..•..••••....•
19 ... 1222222222234464J22233222221. •••.•.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••.••.
20 ••• 12222222222J44464333JJ222221. •••••••.•.••••.•.••••••••••••••...•.
21 .•• 1222222111123J34644443222221. ....••.•••...••••••••••.••....•.•...
22 .•. 1222222 •.•. 122234.4443222221. •...••.•...•.••.••••••.•••••••.•••••
23 III 233JJ3J •.•• 1222 344 644J22 2221. ••...•.•••.•...•••.••••..•.•....•• 11
24 1111111111. ... 12223444.4J222221. .••..•....•.••••••••••..•..•.•.... 11
2S 1111111111. .•. 122334<446433333211111. ..•.••..•.••••.••••.•...•...• 11
261111111111113222233333346444443222221 ••...•..••.•.•••••••..•.••.•• 11
27 111:111111113222222222234644443222221 ..... _..•••.•••••.. _..•.••... :1
28 11:::11111113222222222234464<43222221 ........•••..•..•.....•••.... 11
29111::11111113222222222234446443222221 .........••••.....•.•.•....•. :1
30 111 i 1111111132222222222)4444643222221. ., ...........•....••.•.•.... l:
31 lI1111111111J222222222234444464J33J321 .•...••••.•••..•••••..••••.. 11
32 111111111111211111111::2333334644444J211 ...•• 111111111111 •.• 11111111
33 .•• 1:11111111 •.••.•.•.. 1222223464444]211 •.•.• 111111111111 ••• 1111111.
34 •.• 1111111111 •••..•.•.. 122222]4464443211 .••.. 1!1111111111 •.• 1111111.
j5 .•• 1111111111 •..•...... 1222223444.443211 ..••• 111111111111 •.. 1111111.
36 .•• 1111111111 ••••.•.... :222223444464]211 •.... 111111111111 ••. 1111:11.
37 1111111111111 •.••.•.... 122222344444643221111:222222222221 •.. 22222221
J8 1111 ...••••.••••........ 1111123J3J3464J322222J22222222221 ••• 22222221
391111 ......•.••......•...•.... :222223464433]32322222222221 ••• 22222221
40 1111 ...••.••....•.•.••........ 1: 111234643]33211111111111 .••. 11111111
41 1111 .•.••...••.•..•........•.. 11111234464443211111111111 •••. 11111111
42 1111. ..••.•.••.••.......•........•• 1233464432Elllllll11. ••. 111111~1
43 1111 •..••...•...........•.•.....•.• 1233446432111332222221 ••. 22222221
44 1111 ...••.•.••..................•.• 1233444643222222222221 ••. 22222221
45 1111 ...........•..•................ 1233333464333JJ2222221. •. 22222221
46 Ill! ............•...•.........•.•.. 1222222346444432222221 .•. 22222221
47 1111 111112331111234644432222221 .•• 22222221
48 :111 ...••.•.•..•........•..... 111112221111234464432222221 ... 22222221
491111 ...•..•................... 1::112221111234446432222221 .•• 22222221
50 11:: ........•................• 1:1112221113234444643333331 22222221
51 Ill: ....•.•..•.•........•.•... 11:112221113233333464444431 22222221
52 1111 ...•••..••.•..•........... I:1112221112222222J46444431 .•• 22222221
53 1111 .........•....•.•..•.....• 111112221112222222344644431 ••. 3333])21
54 .•.•...........•..•.•......... 111112221112222222344464431 ••. 111111 •.
5S 1~1112221112222222344446431 111111 ..
56 .•••....••...•.••....•••.•.... 1::'11122211122 2222 234 4444 642111111111. •
57 ..••...••...••.••......•.••... : 111122 211: 222222233JJ334 .43J3211111. .
58 ..••.......•..•....•........•• 11111111 .•. 1l11111111111246443211111..
59 .•••....••••.••••........•.....•........•......•..•••• 134643211111..
60 ......•.•.••..•••..•........•...•.•.•......•...••••••• 1344643222221.
61 1111. .....••.••••..•..............•........•..•.•.•..• 13334643333321
62 22221 ...•••..•.••.....••.•.... 11111222111222222222231112223464444432
63 22221 ..•••••.••.......••.•.... ~1111222111222222222231111112346444432
64 22221 ..•••...•.••.....••.•.... 11111222111222222222231111112344644432
65 22221 ...•..............•....•. 11111222111222222222231111112344464432
6622221 ..•••.........••.•....... 11111222111222222222231111112344446432
67 3333211111 •...•.•............. 111112221~:222222222231111112344444643
68 44443222221 ..•....... ::::.:1:11111:1122211:22222222222 •.•..• 1233333464
69 44443222221 ..•.•••... ::111:il11 •... 111111:11::.1111111 ..•.... 122222346
Figure 13. Relations deduced from Example 1 with concave rule.
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518 S. Venkatesh et al.
encompasses 4 zones from Zone(7) to Zone(2) to (SE, E, NE, N), while 39 spans
Zones 0 to 3 (E, NE, N, NW).
Q4: (rei 5 61)?
A4: (61 626364 65 66 67 68 69 2 345)
Relation is 38
In Q4, there is only one path that is down the left side of the object.
Q5: (rei 5 53)?
AS: (53626364 65 66 67 68 69 2 345)
Relation is 38
In Q5, this path continues across region C along 62 --? 53.
Q6: (rei 5 37) ?
A6a: (37 38 39 4041 4243 44 45 4647 48 49 50 51 52 53 62 63 64 65 6667 68 ...
692345)
Relation is 38
A6b: (3738394748495051 525362636465666768692345)
Relation is 38
A6c: (37 38 394041 4243 50 51 5253 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 2 3 4 5)
Relation is 38
A6d: (37 3635 34 33 32 31 302928 27 26 14 13 12 II 1098 765)
Relation is 38
In Q6 there are four possible paths. The first three paths are counter-clockwise
paths, each bridging region C from 62-53. However, there are three possible paths
across region B: (a) following the surface, (b) the observation of 39 from 47, and
(c) the observation of 50 from 43. There is a fourth path (d) clockwise around the
object bridging region A from 26 to 14. Note that only the path A3(a) from 5 to 26
can be extended to 37.
OVERCOMING SENSOR ERROR
The effect of noise on the performance of the system has been examined. Two
types of error can be identified:
I. Systematic errors-those that occur due to the exploration/modelling process.
2. Errors due to noise---occur because of imperfect ability to sense distance.
In simulation, the agent samples the distance to the nearest surface along N
directions. It does this approximatcly but frequently while following the contours
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of objects. If the distance to the nearest object along a particular direction changes
significantly between two consecutive samples, a visual event occurs. If A and B
are the distances for successive samples, a workable criterion is:
abs(A - B) / min(A,B) > threshold
where abs(A - B) is the absolute value of change in distance and min(A,B) is the
smaller of A and B.
Overcoming Systematic Errors
Systematic errors occur because of the way the model approximates the envi-
ronment. This section outlines means for dealing with these errors.
(E I) Transition hetween zones. If the agent is following a surface that is aligned
with a direction, small deviations from its course (as occur when tracking the
surface) cause its direction of motion to fluctuate between two zones. To overcome
this problem, a hysteresis is imposed on the direction, so that for a direction
classification to change from Zone(A) to Zone(B). the direction must be within
Zone(B) by more than a certain amount (nominally, 0.05 times the zone width). An
undesirable consequence of this is that the resulting surface map may be dependent
on the direction of circumnavigation (clockwise and antic lockwise navigation may
not give comparable results).
(E2) Sudden direction changes. Sudden changes in direction, such as occur when
following sharp concave comers, can produce motions that are dependent on the
sampling position. This is overcome by imposing a short FIR filter (3 to 5 points)
on the agent's direction to produce a repeatable outcome.
(E3) Multiple ohservations of a discontinuity. When travelling perpendicular to a
surface that is almost aligned with a direction, the depth may change rapidly over a
series of samples, producing many events for a single surface. This occurs particu-
larly when turning a comer connected with such a surface. This problem is partially
overcome by keeping only the first of a series of events over consecutive samples
in the same direction. As a consequence of this, some valid distant observations may
be lost, but this is not common.
(E4) Inconsistent numher ofevents. When a surface is aligned close to a direction,
and its length projected onto a perpendicular direction is small, it may be classified
as one or two events, depending on where it is sampled.
(E5) Simultaneous events. Depending on where the sampling occurs, two events
may appear simultaneously or in series. This can cause problems when matching
series of events. To handle this, the matching strategy allows simultaneous events
to match any of the possible orderings of the events. Thus, A and B occurring
simultaneously can match either A followed by B, or B followed by A.
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Overcoming Random Errors
(E6) Inconsistent classification. With noisy depth readings, a visual event may be
missed or an erroneous event may be produced. Both this factor and point (E4)
(above) can lead to inconsistent sequences of events being produced on separate
traversals of the same surface. The system relies on being able to match such
sequences to identify when it has reached a place that it has already been to. Thus,
an approximate matching must be used, allowing a certain number M of mismatches
to occur. However, it is possible for small differences in the visual environments
between identical objects to be discounted as errors. This causes them to erroneously
be identified as the same object.
Model Simulation
A simulation program written in the "C" language was used to test the perfor-
mance of the system under various conditions. The environment is specified by a
set of lines in 2-D, representing the surfaces of objects. Among the factors that can
be controlled are:
distance
stepsize
disterr
matcherr
filter
overlap
threshold
confidence
distance that agent maintains from objects
distance that agent advances between samples
amplitude of noise in the ranging system
number of mismatches allowed in event sequences
length of filter to smooth direction directions
amount of hysteresis (see EI) between zones
threshold parameter for visual events
length of event strings during matching
Two major effects were examined:
I. The effect of noise in distance measurements.
2. The effect of the orientation of objects with respect to the directions.
Effect of Noise in Distance Measurements
When the ranging system is noisy, valid visual events may be missed or spurious
ones may be produced. The main effect of this is to complicate the process of the
agent locating itself with respect to its existing map. A sequence of nodes may not
exactly match a stored sequence for the same object, so the agent has trouble
determining if it is at a point it has visited before. This means that it may:
(A) Not realize that it has finished circumnavigating an object.
(B) Not recognize an object it has visited before.
(C) Incorrectly recognize a new object as an old object.
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 521
By allowing approximate matching of the strings, the incidence of (A-C) is
reduced.
In the simulation, a noise signal is added to the true distance measured along
each of the directions. The apparent distance lies between 1 - disterr and I +
disterr times the true distance. The noise is uniformly distributed over the
interval.
Figure 14 shows the performance of the mapping system in a very simple
environment containing two square objects. The agent's mapping was simulated 50
times for each data point. The vertical axis shows the proportion of the total runs
that the agent correctly mapped the two objects. The amplitude of the noise signal
(disterr) is shown on the horizontal axis. The four curves in the graph are forvarying
levels of allowed string mismatch (matcherr = 0,1,2, and 3). With disterr :,; 0.1, the
system functions normally. As the error level increases, performance degrades, with
the high values of matcherr being less effected. When disterr = 0.2, the system
always fails for matcherr = 0, but succeeds on 75% of the runs when matcherr = 3.
The most common failure is for the system to not recognize when it has completed
a circumnavigation.
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Figure 14. Total runs mapped correctly by the agent vs noise signal.
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Effect of Orientation on Mapping
One criticism of the present approach is that the results depend on the alignment
of objects in the environment. This was described by El, E3, and E4 above, and can
be partly addressed by the techniques described therein. The effects were examined
in simulation by varying the orientation of objects in the environment.
In the following figures, a simple environment containing two squares was used.
The performance of the agent was measured over 100 simulations for several
different orientations of the environment between 0 and 45 degrees. Figure 15 shows
normal performance in the absence of error, except when matcherr = 0 and the
orientation was 12.5, 15, and 20 degrees when the system always fails. This is due
to the error described in (E4) above. Surfaces may be classified as one or two events
depending on where sampling occurs. With no mismatches allowed, the system fails
to locate itself during circumnavigation.
DISCUSSION
This paper presents a model for space in which the shapes of objects are
represented using qualitative direction. This shape information is deduced from the
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Spatial Reasoning via Active Observation 523
agent's motion. Normally, in a qualitative model, directional information degrades
under transitive deduction. By reasoning about the shape of the environment, the
agent can match visual events to points on the objects. This strengthens the model
by allowing further relationships to be deduced. In particular, complex surfaces or
points that are separated by long distances can be related by line-of-sight. These
relationships are deduced without incorporating any metric information into the
model.
The model presented here represents space using only qualitative direction and
no distance information. Unlike other qualitative models, it does not represent any
form of metric information. This may be an advantage when precise metric infor-
mation is unavailable. The model is not subject to cumulative sensory errors, since
precise knowledge of position is not required. However, the model is limited by:
1. Complexity of resolving distant observations
2. Circumnavigation may be a problem
3. Susceptibility to systematic and random error
4. Weakness of deduction and prediction
Most existing qualitative models rely on maintaining some degree of metric
information to represent unique places. For example, Levitt and Lawton (1990) main-
tained a viewframe that encodes the angles between the landmarks that are visible from
a place. This information allows relationships between places to be determined.
Identifying landmarks relies on high-level object recognition. Kuipers and Byun (1988,
1990) used metric information such as distances to nearby objects to represent distinc-
tive places. Both of these approaches have qualitative as well as quantitative aspects.
There are two main differences between the model proposed here and that of Levitt and
Lawton/Kuipers and Byun. First, there is no metric information in the model proposed
here. Second, the approach described here uses events that are at a lower level than
either viewframes or distinctive places and thus does not depend on high-level object
recognition or a complex method to compute distinctive places.
One ofthe weakness ofpurely qualitative models is that the transitive deductions
rapidly degrade directional information (Freksa, 1992; Freksa and Zimmermann,
1992; and Hernandez, 1991). This is a serious problem if the map is to be useful for
relating points in space because after a sequence of transitive deductions, no useful
relationships can be deduced. This is overcome in the present model by correlating
visual events to points on the object the agent is circumnavigating.
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